WINDOWS 7 BENEFITS FROM INTELLIWRITE
“I’ve been a fan of IntelliWrite technology since the first day I saw it in action. Preventing
fragmentation in the first place with Diskeeper is the best way to avoid disk performance and
reliability problems. Even though Windows Vista and Windows 7 are touted as having better native
defrag engines than previous Windows versions, nothing beats IntelliWrite. It’s a revolutionary
approach to mitigating the problem of fragmentation.”
Doug Lawson, Network Administrator, Greater Round Lake Fire Protection District

“Diskeeper performance technology is a revolutionary step forward in file system optimization.
IntelliWrite minimizes fragmentation and disk maintenance is more effective than ever. Proactive
fragmentation prevention constantly keeps our Windows 7 file systems optimized, making our
applications more reliable and helping maintain the confidence and high degree of satisfaction of
clients using our large scale, business-critical solutions. Diskeeper provides a stunning user
interface, effortless installation and configuration, a highly efficient and reliable operation, and an
outstanding value with unrivaled capabilities for maintaining optimal system performance. Don’t
deploy an enterprise solution without it!”
Gerald Sotolov, President, CYDEX Corporation

“We are happy with Diskeeper which is fully standardized on Windows 7 and Windows Server 2008.
We use Diskeeper with HyperFast on all Intel SSD’s; primarily Intel X25-M
“The biggest reason for our widespread Diskeeper deployment is for database applications such as
Sybase SQL, Microsoft SQL, and Exchange Server, where high numbers of minute transactions
cause extensive disk fragmentation over time. Because of the limited defrag automation options in
Windows and restriction of defrag utilities only to network administrators, we had a legitimate need
for an intelligent defrag solution such as yours. I’ve seen a 20%+ gain in performance, which users
are happy to take advantage of.”
Shane Kolp, IT Director, Keystone Home Health Services, Inc.
“It was amazing to see what kind of performance improvement would be gained on the new
Windows 7 OS by performing a simple disk defragmentation. I used to depend on either the native
Windows defrag tool or Norton’s tool as a solution to fragmentation-related issues. But the
Diskeeper products are light years ahead of both of them.
“It is amazing to note how fragmented a hard drive will become just by loading the OS and some
applications. I love the Diskeeper products. They will be installed on my computers from here on
out.”
Mike Mountain, Systems Admin, US Navy
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“Without Diskeeper the data volume was so heavily fragmented that the team could not maintain a
defragmented drive with the tool included in Windows 7. The users experienced hesitation when
playing back the recording when the system was under heavy load. After installing Diskeeper, the
data drive was automatically defragmented. The users also found that the payback streams are
smoother.
Before installing Diskeeper the 5TB backup volume was heavily fragmented impacting write
performance for larger files. After installing Diskeeper it took a few days, but the backup volume was
completely defragmented by Instant Defrag and IntelliWrite, improving write performance on the
volume based on backup times.
Michael R. Schmidt, Senior Associate, Booz, Allen, Hamilton
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“Diskeeper runs great with no issues to report. I’ve seen system performance enhancement shortly
after enabling the automatic mode of operation. Auto defrag is excellent and requires almost zero
overhead for running and managing it.
“I am running Diskeeper on several Windows 7 64-bit and 32-bit workstations. We have seen a
decrease in support calls regarding disk and latency issues. Diskeeper is an excellent system and
pretty much runs on its own. Diskeeper is definitely a vital tool for our file system structure. We trust
it and I have suggested your product to my peers in the industry.”
Louis Lawson, Server Operations Supervisor, Truckee Meadows Community College

“We use Diskeeper on Windows 2003/2008 Servers and on all of our Windows 7 workstations.
Diskeeper works quite well, keeping the hard drives defragged and running smoothly. Using
Diskeeper on our servers helps us keep our relatively simple network even easier to manage.
“The biggest benefit is using the administrative console, pushing out installs and connecting to
workstations to schedule maintenance times. Diskeeper helps ensure the hard drives installed on
our computers run optimally.
“I most definitely would recommend Diskeeper to others. In fact, I teach a Computer
Maintenance course for our patrons, several times a year, and always recommend Diskeeper as the
product everyone should purchase to help keep hard drives running error free.”
Peter W. Caton, North Suburban Library
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